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Introduction

In a previous paper [6] we computed the Betti numbers and L-functions for several
Siegel modular threefolds. In some of these cases we found that the L-function is
a product of two Hecke L-series attached to characters of an imaginary quadratic
fields. This indicates that the underlying Galois representation should be a product
of two abelian representations and indeed that the "motive"associated to H3 of the
variety should be a product of two CM-motives. The purpose of this paper is to
show that this is in fact the case.
We show this by constructing classes in.... Q which lie in the (1, 2), (2,1 ) part

of the Hodge structure. These classes are cohomology classes of certain hyper-
bolic threemanifolds which are naturally embedded in the Siegel threefold (these
submanifolds also play important roles in the work of Andrianov [2] and Shintani
[7]). The main problem is to show that these cohomology classes are non-zero.
The usual method for proving that cohomology classes in arithmetic quotients of
symmetric spaces are non-zero is to integrate automorphic forms over the class
([4]). In this case the integral vanishes and so this method can not be applied. In
fact, for Siegel modular forms the non-vanishing of the integral is an indication
that the form is a lift from an elliptic modular form (see [7] and the appendix in
[6]). Here we instead use a modification of an idea of Millson-Raghunatan ([5]).
We intersect the class with one of its conjugates by an element in Sp4(Z) and show
that the intersection is non-zero.

In the first three sections we prove some general results about these submani-
folds, giving a moduli theoretic description of them and describe how they com-
pactify in the toroidal compactification of the Siegel modular threefold. The main
result is that the closure in the toroidal compactification is a smooth, orientable
manifold and that two distinct submanifolds of this type only has finitely many
points of intersection in the interior.
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In the last section we apply some of these results to our specific case and
using the very explicit description of the Siegel modular threefold as a complete
intersection in p7 we construct two submanifolds with the property that all the
intersection points have the same multiplicity and hence the intersection product
is non-zero.

1. Manifolds of Picard type in Siegel threefolds

We fix a lattice VZ = Z4 equipped with the standard altemating form 9 given by

the matrix (0 I -I 0) in the standard basis el, e2, e3, e4 . Consider A 2 Vz £É Z6 with
standard basis {ei 039B ej }ij ordered lexicographically. This lattice comes with a
symmetric bilinear form ~ defined by ei A ej A ek A el = ~(ei 039B ej, ek A el)e1 039B
e2 A e3 A e4. The matrix of 0 is given by

and hence is an even, unimodular pairing of signature (+3, -3). In the following
it will be convenient sometimes to identify 039B2VZ with the space Lz of skew-
symmetric 4 x 4 integral matrices

by identifying ei 039B ej with the matrix with 1 as (i,j)’th entry and -1 as the (j, i)’th
entry and O’s everywhere else. Under this identification we have O(M, M) =
2ac - 2 det(B) where M is a matrix as above. The altemating forin 0 defines a
linear functional on A 2 VZ by ei 039B e; - 0(ei, ej). In terms of skew-symmetric
matrices this functional is given by M ~ tr(B). We let Pz denote the kemel. The
symmetric form 0 restricted to PZ has signature (3, -2) and discriminant 2.

Let r c Sp4(Z) be a subgroup of finite index which we assume to be torsion
free. It is known that r contains a congruence subgroup r(n). By our assumption
on r we have n  3. Consider a primitive (i.e. not divisible) element v E Pz with
0(v, v)  0 and n prime to 0(v, v).

Consider the following data: (A, L, x, a) where (A,.c) is a principally polar-
ized abelian’ surface over C, x is a primitive element in the primitive cohomology
P2(A, Z) such that x U x = 0(v, v). The Hodge structure h on P2(A, Z) induces a
decomposition, orthogonal w.r.t. the cup-product p2(A, R) = P+h ~ P-h where Ph
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is a positive definite 3-dimensional subspace and Ph is a negative definite oriented
2-dimensional subspace. We require that x e Ph . Finally a is a 0393/0393(n) equiva-
lence class of isomorphisms a : VZ/n ~ H1 (A, Z/n) compatible with the pairings
(the Weil pairing on H1(A, Z/n)) such that 039B203B1 : LZ/n ~ A2 H1(A, z/n) =
H2(A, Z /n) maps v to x. Remark that 039B2 a maps PZ /n to P2(A, Z /n). The notion
of isomorphism between two such objects is obvious and we define A2,r,v to be
the set of isomorphism classes.
We shall give another description of this set. Let M be the skew-symmetric

matrix corresponding to v and let J = (0 I -I 0)Put N = M J then we have
N2 = ~(M,M) 2 I4. If we let d = ~(M,M) 2  0 then N makes VZ a module over
the order O spanned by 1, ù°1°° in the imaginary quadratic field K = Q(d). Let
h : RC/RGm ~ G Sp(VR) be a polarized Hodge structure of type (1, 0), (0,1)
on Vz. The group G Sp(VR) acts on LR by g E G Sp(VR) : M - g M tg. This
action preserves the linear funtional and hence stabilizes PR. In fact it defines an
isomorphism Sp(VZ)/{±I) ~ SO°(Pz) where SOO(Vz) denotes the intersection
with the connected component SO°(PR) = the subgroup of elements of spinor
norm 1 (see [9]). Via this representation h defines a Hodge structure of type
(2, 0), (1, 1), (0, 2) on Pz. Let C = h(i) e Sp(VR) denote the Weil element
for h then 0(x, Cy) is symmetric and positive definite. The Weil element for
the Hodge structure induced on Pz is given by C : M H C M ’C and the
condition that M E Ph is equivalent to C(M) = -M. It follows that we have
N C = M J C = M’C-1 J = -C M J = -C N i,e. C and N anti-commute.
Also tN J N =t J tM J M J = dJ so 03C8(Nx, Ny) = d03C8(x, y) and since
J N = J M J is skew-symmetric we have 03C8(x, Nx) = 0

Assume on the other hand that N is an integral, primitive 4 x 4 matrix satisfying
N2 = d  0, 03C8(Nx, Ny) = d03C8(x, y) and 03C8(x, Nx) = 0. Then the matrix
M = -N J ~ PZ is primitive and 0 (M, M) = 2d. If h is a polarized Hodge
structure on Vz as above then M E Ph if and only if N anti-commutes with the
Weil element.

It follows from this that we can describe the set A2,r, v as the set of isomorphism
classes of objects (A, £, "1, a) where (A, L) is a principally polarized abelian sur-
face, -y: O ~ End(H1 (A, Z)) is an O-module structure on Hl (A, Z) such that the
Weil element satisfies the condition Cq(a) = 03B3(a03C3)C i.e. C is conjugate linear
with respect to the 0 module structure. Finally a is a 0393/0393(n) equivalence class
of 0 module isomorphisms VZ/n ~ H1(A, Z/n) compatible with the symplectic
forms.

LEMMA 1.1. Let Gv C Sp(Vz) be the stabilizer of v i.e.

Then
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Proof. We define 03BBM(x,y) = ~(x,y) 2 + ~(x,Ny) 2d E K then ÀM is a non-degenerate
K-bilinear altemating form on VQ. Now assume 9 E Gv i.e. g M tg = M. We get
g N = M tg-1 J = M J g = N g thus g is K-linear, hence 9 E GL2(K). It is
clear that a preserves the altemating form 03BBM and hence is in SL2(K). Conversely
if g E GL(VQ) is in SL2(K) then g commutes with N and since it has determinant
1 as a K-linear map it preserves 03BBM it follows easily that g E Sp(YQ) and hence
the computation above shows that g E Gv. 0

LEMMA 1.2. The set of polarized Hodge structures h on Vz as above, for which
v E Pj is parametrized by the symmetric space SL2(C)/K where 03BA is a maximal
compact subgroup i.e. 03BA is conjugate to SU(2) C SL2(C).

Proof. We first show that Gv (R) acts transitively on the set of these Hodge
structures. So let h and h’ be two such Hodge structures. We can find an element
g e Sp(VR) such that h’ = ghg-1. We want to show that we can choose g
such that 9 v = v. Let w = g-lv and let C and C’ be the Weil elements for h
and h’ respectively. Then we have -M = C’MtC’ = 9G9-IMt9-ltCt9 thus
Cg-1Mtg-1C = -g-1Mtg-1 which shows that w E Ph .

Assume first that v, w are linearly independent then they span Ph . Consider the
isomorphism ~ E GL2(Ph) defined by v ~ w and w ~ -v. Then ~ E SO(Ph ).
Since SO(Ph ) is connected we get that 03BA = ~ 1 id E SO0(PR). Viewing this as
an element of P Sp(VR) (via the isomorphism P SP(VR) - SO0(PR)) it lies in the
stabilizer of h. Since gxv = v and h’ = gkh(gk)-1 we are done in this case.

If v, w are linearly dependent we must have w = fv since 0(v, v) = 0(w, w).
If w = v there is nothing to prove. If w = -v we compose g with -idP- 1

idP+h E SO0(PR).
In order to finish the proof we need to show that there does in fact exist a Hodge

structure ho such that v E Pho. But if we choose E vl. with 0(w, w)  0,
which is possible since vl. has signature (3, -1), then v, w span a negative definite
oriented plane. This corresponds to a unique Hodge structure h0 on V such that
Pho = Span{v, wl. Finally Stab(ho) = (SO(P-ho) x SO(P+ho))0 which is a maxi-
mal compact subgroup of SO0(PR). 0

LEMMA 1.3. Gv is isomorphic to SL2(O).
Proof. By a result of Humbert ([9]) any two primitive elements v, v’ E PZ such

that 4J( v, v) = 0(v’, v’) are conjugate under Sp(Vz). It follows that we can find
g e Sp(Vz) such that
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Then gNg-1 = (U  0 0 tU) with U = (0 -1 -d 0) and so we can find a sym-
plectic basis {f1, f2, f3, f4} such that the two subspaces El = Span {f1, f2}
and E2 = Span {f3, f4} are stable under N. The restrictions of N to El, E2
are given by the matrices U and tU respectively. The maps 0 -+ Ei given by
1 ~ -f2, d ~ fl and 1 - f3, d ~ -f4 define O-linear isomorphisms. Thus 
Vz is a free O module spanned by f2, f3 and the lemma follows. 0

Let rv = 0393 ~ Gv.

PROPOSITION 1.1. A2,0393,v ~ 0393vBSL2(C)/SU(2).
Proof. Let (A, L, x, a) represent an element in A2,r,v’ Since any two altemating

forms with determinant 1 over E are isomorphic we can find a symplectic isomor-
phism b: VZ ~ H1(A, Z). Let u = (039B203B4)-1x. Again by Humbert’s result u and v
are conjugate under Sp(VZ) and hence we can change 6 if necessary so that 039B2u
maps v to x.

By strong approximation the reduction map Gv(Z) ~ Gv(Z/n) is surjective and
hence we can also assume that 6 == a mod n. Now fix a Hodge structure ho on Vz as
above such that v E Pho. This exists by Lemma 1.2. Let /C = Stab(ho) - SU(2).
The Hodge structure on H2(A, Z) pulls back to a Hodge structure h on Vz such that
v e P . Again by Lemma 1.2 we can find g e Gv(R) ~ SL2(C) such that h =ghog-1. We associate to (A, L, x, a) the double coset rvg/C e 0393vBGv(R)/K.

The (easy) proof that this construction is independent of the choices and defines
a bijection is left to the reader. 0

REMARK. It is easy to see that if v is represented by the skew-symmetric matrix

then Gv(Z) c Sp4(Z) consists of matrices of the form

Thus for any primitive v, Gv is conjugate in Sp4(Z) to a group of this form.
Let 62 be the Siegel upper half-space of degree 2. If ho is a Hodge structure

as above then 62 = Sp(VR)/Stab(ho). Now hv = Gv(R)/K ~ SL2(C)/SU(2) is
hyperbolic 3-space H3 and we have an isometric embedding jjv C 62 identifying
5_ with a copy of H3 embedded as a totally geodesic submanifold of 62.
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Let N be the matrix from before. Since N2 = dI4 and N E G Sp(VQ), conju-
gation by N induces an involution on Sp(VQ). Clearly Gv = Sp(Vz) n Sp(V Q)N.
We also have

LEMMA 1.4. JJv is the set of fixed points for the anti-holomorphic involution
03C4 ~ NT on G2.

Proof. We can assume that

then N = (U 0 0 tU). Now 9 E Gv if and only if gMtg = M and since wE
also have gJtg = J we get M = gMtg = gMJ-lg-iJ hence N 9 = gN. Lei

03C4o = (i 0 0 -di) ~ 62 then UT - TotU. We use To as base point so g ~ g03C4

defines an isomorphism Sp(VR)/Stab(03C4o) ~ 62. Thus we get hv = Gv(R)03C4o i.e,

PROPOSITION 1.2. The map 0393vBhv ~ 0393BG2 is a closed immersion.
Proof. It suffices to show that the map is injective. Assume Tl, T2 E hv

and assume that there exists g e r such that T2 = gTl. This implies that
T2 = N -1 g N Tl and since r acts freely on 62 by assumption, we get N-1gN = g
i.e. g E r n Gv = rv. Il

DEFINITION 1.1. We let Wv denote the image. Thus Wv is a manifold of Picard
type, that is a quotient of hyperbolic threespace by the action of a subgroup of finite
index in SL2(O) where (1 is the ring of integers in an imaginary quadratic field.

2. Compactifications

In this section we study the closure of Wv in the toroidal compactification of 0393BG2.
We show that this gives a smooth compactification of Wv.
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THEOREM 2.1. Let Wv denote the closure of Wv in the toroidal compactification
Yr of 0393BG2. Then Wv is an orientable smooth manifold. Let B be a 2-dimensional
boundary component so B is an elliptic modular surface. Then the intersection
B fl Wv is a copy of S1 contained entirely within one component of a singularfiber
in the elliptic pencil on B and does not meet any of the other components of the
fiber.

Proof. We may assume that v corresponds to the primitive matrix M =

so 5v is the subset fixed by

Thus we have

We follow the description of the toroidal compactification given in [9]. Consider
the standard neighborhood of the 2-dimensional boundary component

and the standard neighborhood of the 1-dimensional boundary component

We have hv ~ V(q) = {03C4 = (t r r dt) | Im t &#x3E; -q/d} ~ hv ~ W(-q/d). For
q » 0 we have gW(q)~W(q) ~ Ø for g E Sp(Vz)ifandonlyifgisinthestandard
parabolic subgroup Q = {(u b 0 tu-1) ~ Sp(VZ) | u E GL2(Z)}. It follows from
this and from Proposition 1.2 that g(hv n W(q)) n (hv n W(q)) ~ Ø if and only if
g ~ Q ~ 0393v.
We first assume that F = r(n). Since n  3 it is clear from the description

of Gv given in the previous section that Q n rv consists of matrices of the form

(I B 0 I) with tB = B and B - 0 mod n and hence Q n r v acts by translations
03C4 ~ T + B on fjv n W(q) for q » 0. Let e(z) dénote exp(203C0iz) and let T denote

the 3-dimensional torus of 2 x 2 symmetric matrices (03B61 03B62 03B62 03B63), 03B61, 03B62, (3 E C

under componentwise multiplication. Then the map e : j)v n W(q) ~ T defined by
03C4 = (t r 03C4 dt) (e(t/n) e(r/n) e(r/n) e(dt/n)) defines an embedding Q~0393vBhv~W(q)
into T.
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Consider the cone y ~ R3 of semi-positive definite symmetric 2 x 2 matrices
and consider the polyhedral cone C spanned by the three matrices

The group GL2(R) acts on y by g: (a b b c) ~ g (a b b c) tg. For each 9 E GL2(Z)
let Cg be the polyhedral cône gC. Then the collection of cônes {Cg} forms a
polyhedral décomposition of y. We use this décomposition to construct a toroidal

embedding of the torus T. Let g (1 0 0 0)tg = (a1 a2 a2 a3), g (1 1 1 1)tg =
C bl b2 b2 b3), g (0 0 0 1)tg = (c1 c2 c2 c3) this is clearly a basis of Cg. We use this
to define an embedding 1/;g : T ~ (C*)3 C C3 = C3g by

For each pair of elements g, h e GL2(Z) we define ~g,h : (C*)3 ~ (C*)3 = 03C8h03C8-1g.
Let Ug,h C C3g be the largest open set on which ~g,h is defined so ~g,h : Ug,h - C3h -
Now consider the disjoint union

We define an equivalence relation by (z, g) - (w, h), z, w E C3 if and only if ~g,h
is defined at z and w = ~g,h(z). Let M denote the quotient, then M is a complex
manifold and T C M. The coordinate axis in the C3g’s give rise to a configuration
Of P1’s in M. A component in this configuration can meet another component only
at 0 or oo.

Now the image of Q n 0393vBhv ~ W(q) in CI is the set

where D* denotes the punctured disc of radius s. It follows that the interior of
the closure of the image in M is the open solid torus Ds x S1. Gluing this torus
onto 0393vBhv along the punctured torus we clearly obtain a smooth manifold. The
boundary component {0} x SI c Ds x SI is the unit circle in the pl corresponding
to the coordinate axis C = {(0,0,z)} ~ C3 and hence does not contain 0 or oc
consequently it does not meet any other component of the configuration of P1’s. The
partial compactification of r(n)B62 is obtained by dividing M by the congruence
subgroup GL2(Z)(n) C GL2(Z) where the action is given by u E GL2(Z)(n) acts

through (u 0 0 tu-1). Since the only matrix of this form in r, is the identity it
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follows that there are no further identifications taking place in Q n 0393vBhv n W(q)
by passing to GL2(Z)(n)BM. Since Sp(VZ) acts transitively on the set of boundary
components it follows by homogeneity that Wv is a smooth manifold.

It follows immediately from this description and the Mayer-Vietoris exact
sequence that H 3 H3(Wv.Q) = Q so Wv is orientable and defines
a class in H3(Yr, Q).

In the general case r(n) C r we first take the closure in Y0393(n) and then take the
quotient by the finite group 0393v/0393(n)v. Since this group is orientation preserving
and acts freely the quotient is a smooth, orientable manifold. D

3. Intersections

Let v, w E Pz with ~(v, v)  0, ~(w, w)  0. Consider the set

The group 0393v x Fw acts on this set by (a, (3): (Tl, T2, g) ~ (03B103C41,03B203C42,03B2g03B1-1).
We have the following lemma due to Millson and Raghunathan [5].

LEMMA 3.1. The set of orbits under this action is in 1 - 1 correspondence with
the intersection Wv ~ Ww C 0393BG2.

Proof. Consider a point [03C4] E 0393BG2. Then T represents a point in the intersection
if and only if there exist Tl G çj v, r2 E i)w and gl, gl E r’ such that 7- = g103C41 = g203C42
and thus (Tl, T2, g-12g1) represents an orbit. It is clear that any two elements in the
same orbit define the same intersection point. Thus we have a surjective map from
the set of orbits to the set of intersection points.

Assume that (Tl, T2, g) and (Tl, T2, g’) define the same intersection point. Then
there is f E r such that Tl = f03C41. It follows from Lemma 1.2 that f C rv. Also
T2 = g’fg-103C42 and again Lemma 1.2 implies that g’ f g-1 e 0393w. Now the element
(f,g’fg-1) ~ rv x 0393w sends (03C41, 03C42, g) to (03C4’1, 03C4’2, g). o

LEMMA 3.2. Assume that there exists g E r such that gv, w are linearly depen-
dent. Then Wv = Ww.

Proof. Assume gv = À w with À E Q. Consider a point T E hw then NwT = T
where Nw = MwJ. Now 03BBMw = gMvtg so we get ÀNw = gNvg-1. It follows
that gNvg-103C4 = (03BBNw)03C4 = Nw03C4 = T. Thus g-lr E hv and hence the class
[03C4] E rB62 lies in Wv. o

LEMMA 3.3. Assume that Wv ~ Ww. Let (A, Z, 03B1) represent a point in the
intersection Wv ~ Ww. Then A is a CM-type abelian variety.

Proof. Since (A, L, a) represents an intersection point there are elements x, y E
P2(A, Z) such that (A, L, x, 03B1) E A2,0393,v = Wv and (A, Z, y, 03B1) E A2,0393,w = Ww.
Thus x, y E P-A and n2rx maps v E pz/n to x e P2(A, Z/n) and w to -. Since
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v, w are linearly independent mod n it follows that x, y are linearly independent
and so they span P-A. But this shows that the Hodge decomposition on p2 (A) is
defined over Q hence H1,1(A, C) is defined over Q. Thus NS(A) has rank 4 and
so A is of CM-type. D

THEOREM 3.1. Let v, w be as above then Wv fl Ww is a finite set.
Proof. We shall first show that it suffices to prove it for some n with r(n) C

r.

Let Ig 1 gr} c r be representatives of the cosets of r(n) in r. Consider an
intersection point represented by (Tl, T2, g) with Tl E hv, 03C42 e jjw, 9 E r. Writing
g = gi03B3 for some i with -f e T(n) we see that (Tl,gi 1T2,-y) defines a point of
Wv n W -1 . Clearly v, g-1i03C9 satisfy the hypothesis and so assuming the result is
true for 0393(n), Wv ~ Wg-1iw is a finite set.
Now (03C41,g-1i03C42, 03B3) and (Tl, r2, g) represent the same point in rB@2 and hence

Ugi~0393/0393(n) Wv ~ Wg-1iw C 0393(n)BG2 maps onto Wv n Ww C 0393BG2.
Let d = ~(v, v), d’ = ~(w, w) and choose n such that n &#x3E; |~(v, w)| + dd’

and I(n) C r. Let (TI,T2,,) represent a point in Wv n Ww c F(n))62 so
v E Pg and w E Pg (to be consistent with the previous notation we should
really write Phr where h, denotes the Hodge structure associated to T E 62),
03B3 E r(n). Since qTi = T2 we have ,( v), w E Pg and so they span a negative
definite plane. Since q E r(n) we can write qv = v + nu for some u e PZ. It
follows that ~(03B3v, 03B3v)~(w, w)-(~(v, w)+n~(u, w))2 &#x3E; 0 and since ~(03B3v, 03B3v) =
0(v, v) this is equivalent to n2~(u, w)2 + 2n~(u, v)~(v, w) + ~(v, w)2 - dd’  0.

Thus -0(v, w) - ÙÔ  n~(u, w)  -0(v, w) + dd’. If ~(u, w) ~ 0 then
1 0(u, w)|  1 and it follows that n  1,0(v, w)1 + dd’ which is a contradiction.
Thus ~(u, w) = 0 and hence that the map defined by v - yv, w H w is an
isometry, in particular v, w also span a negative definite sublattice. It follows that
a necessary condition for Wv fl W w =1 0 is that 0(v, v)~(w, w) - O(Vi w)2 &#x3E; 0 or

equivalently that |~(v, w)|  m hence if we choose n &#x3E; 2 dd’ the previous
argument applies. Now let g E r and assume that Wv fl Wg-1w ~ 0 in T(n)BG2.
It follows that v, g-lw span a negative definite plane hence |~(v, g-1w)|  dd’.
Define Ti = SpanZ{v,g-1iw} and let T*i = {y E Ti ~ Q|~(x, y) e Z b’x E Ti}.
Then T*i is a lattice and Tt /Ti is a finite group. Let (Tl, T2, ,) represent a point in
Wv fl Wg-1w. Then TT2 = Pg n Pz has rank 2 and the map « v ~ yv, g - 1
g-lw is an isometry Ti ~ Q ~ T"2 0 Q. We have Ti C 03C0-1T03C42 and if x E Ti and
y E 03C0-1T03C42 then 0(x, y) = ~(03C0x, 1T’ y) E Z since both 7r x and 7r y E Pz. It follows
that Ti c 03C0-1T03C42 C T*1 and so T03C42 corresponds uniquely to a subgroup of T*i/Ti.
This shows that there are only finitely many isometry classes occurring as T03C42 of
points in Wv n W -1 .

Let (A, £, a) represent a point in the intersection. Then A is of CM-type by
Lemma 3.3 and by a theorem of Shioda and Mitani [8] the isomorphism class of a
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CM-type abelian surface is uniquely determined by the isometry class of the lattice
of transcendental cycles TA = P-A n Pz. Thus there are only a finite number of
isomorphism classes of A’s occurring in the intersection and since each abelian
surface has only finitely many principal polarizations and finitely many level n-
structures we get that Wv n Wg-1iw C 0393(n)BG2 is finite which proves the theorem ci

4. Example

In this section we consider one of the Siegel modular threefolds whose L-functions
were computed in [6]. We shall show that the (1, 2), (2,1 ) part of H3 is spanned
by cohomology classes of the type considered in the previous sections.

In [6] we found equations and computed the L-functions for various types of
Siegel modular threefolds. Here we shall consider the type for which H3 is 4-
dimensional and h0,3 = h1,2 = h2,1 = h3,0 = 1. The Satake compactification is a
complete intersection Y C p7 and we can take the equations to be

This is realized as a Siegel modular threefold through the map 62 - P7 given
by theta constants

where Oab(T) = Bab00(2T). The equations are just the Riemann theta relations. Let
F denote the stabilizer of this map so it defines an embedding 0393BG2 ~ P7.
We consider an anti-holomorphic involution on 62 defined by 0’( T) ==

03C3 ( (t z z w)) = (-w z z -t). This is the involution associated to the skew-
symmetric matrix

The fixed point set is given by 5v = {(t r r -t)|r ~ R, t ~ h}. We can identify
the fixed point set with hyperbolic space C R&#x3E;0 by (x_iy, s) ~ (x+is y y -x+is ).

In [6] (Appendix) we proved the following transformation formula:

(Jabcd( UT) = 03B8badc(03C4). Thus U descends to an involution on Y given by
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(Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3, X0, X2, X3) ~ (Y1, Y0, Y2, Y3, X0, X2, X1, X3). Let Wv be
the closure of the image of Si, so Wu = Y’. We can describe Wv as the set of
points

To see this assume (Yo, Yl , Y2, Y3, Xo, X 1, X2, X3 ) E Y is a fixed point i.e. there
exists À E C* such that

03BB(Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3, X0, X1, X2, X3) = (Y1, Y0, Y2, Y3, X0, X2, X1, X3).
Since at least one of the X’s has to be ~ 0 it follows that 1 AI - 1 i.e. A = ei03B8 and

so ei03B8 2(Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3, X0, X1, X2, X3) = ei03B8 2(Y1, Y0, Y2, Y3, X0, X2, X1, X3).
1 0 0 0

Consider the matrix C = () ~ Sp4(Z). The transformation formu-

las for theta constants ([3]) show that C descends to an automorphism ô of Y given
by 8: (Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3, X0, X1, X2, X3) ~ (Y0, Y1, Y2, -iY3, X1, X0, X3, X2). C

maps v to w =  0 2 
so Ww = 03B4(Wv) and WW is the set of fixed

points under the involution 8u8-1 . It follows that

Remark that hv n §w = 0 so the results of Section 3 show that all the intersection
points must lie on the boundary. The intersection can then be described as

Since the Y3-coordinate is 0 it follows that x20-x21 = 0 hence xo = ±x1. Substitut-
ing this into the other equations we get Yo = ±2x0 or Yo = ±2ix0 and y2 = ±2x0.
It follows that the intersection consists of the following 8 points
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The singularities of Y were described in [6] where also a resolution was construct-
ed. Using this we find that 6 of the singular points lie on Wv ((0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0),
(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1), (0,0, ±2, ±B/2,1,0,0,1)) and none of these are in the inter-
section. Let Y denote the resolution and let Wv and Ww be the closures in Y so Wv
and Ww are smooth manifolds in the smooth threefold Y. The intersection consists
of the 8 points above. Also remark that these points are all in the boundary of the
Satake compactification, this follows from the description of the boundary given
in [6].

Consider automorphisms of Y defined by

Let G be the group of automorphisms generated by a, j3 then G ~ Z /2 x Z /4 and
the set {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8} is the orbit of Pl under G.

One checks easily that G commutes with both cr and DaD-1 and hence G c
Gv(1R) n Gw(R) so G acts on both Wv and Ww. The orientations are given by the
classes of the hyperbolic volumes which are invariant under Gv(R) and Gw(R)
and hence G acts by orientation preserving automorphisms.

Fix an orientation on W, and choose the orientation on Ww such that ô is
orientation preserving. Remark that 03B4 fixes Pl and so the intersection multiplicity
at Pl can be computed as follows: let w be the volume form on Y defined by the
complex structure. Let e 1, e2, e3 be a positive basis of Tpi Wv then 03B4*e1, 03B4*e2, 03B4*e3 is
a positive basis of Tpl Ww and the intersection multiplicity is given by m (Pl) wpl =
e1 A e2 A e3 A 03B4*e1 A 03B4*e2 A 03B4*e3. Let g E G then we have g*WPl - wg(P1) and
g*e1, g*e2, g*e3 and g*03B4*e1, g*03B4*e2, g*03B4*e3 are both positive bases for T9(Pl) Wv and
Tg(P1)Ww respectively. Hence m(g(P1))wg(P1) - g*e1 A g*e2 A g*e3 A g*03B4*e1 A
g*03B4*e2 n g*03B4*e3 = g*(e1 039B e2 039B e3 039B 03B4*e1 039B 03B4*e2 039B 03B4*e3) = g*(M(P1)wP1) =

m(P1)wg(P1) hence m(g(P1)) = m(PI) for all g E G. It follows that Wv U
Ww - 03A39~Gm(g(P1)) = 8m(Pl) = ±8. This proves that the cohomology
classes Wv and [Ww] are linearly independent in H3(Y, Q).

Next we show that these classes lie in the (l, 2), (2,1 ) part of the Hodge
structure. Let Y’ denote the toroidal compactification. It suffices to prove that
they are in the (1, 2), (2,1 ) part of H3(Y’). There is a unique holomorphic 3-
form on Y. Its pull-back to Y’ is given by the weight 3 cusp form for f, f =
03B8000003B80001 03B8001003B8001103B8011003B81001. Let D be a fundamental domain for Tv c hv. It suf-

fices to show that fD f dT = 0. Now consider the matrix A =

Sp4(Z). The action of A on 62 commutes with u so hv is stable under A. The
restriction of f to b v is given by f|hv = BppppBppl 1|03B80001 |2|03B80110|2. The transforma-
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tion rules for theta functions (e.g. [3]) show that f|hv (A03C4) = -f|hv (03C4). Thus f is
an odd function with respect to the orientation preserving involution A and hence
the integral vanishes.

Altematively consider the involution defined by

The rational 3-form A = dX1dX2dX3 Y0Y1Y2Y3 extends to a holomorphic 3-form on f. Since
~*039B = -A, q acts by -1 on H0,3(Y) ~ H3,0(Y). Remark that ~ commutes with
u so q defines an involution on Wv preserving the orientation. Hence q* fixes
[Wv]. It follows that H2,1 E9 H1,2 = H3(Y,Q)1J*=1 Q9 C and HO,3 ~ H3,0 =
H3(Y, Q)~* =-1 ~ C. Thus the motive H3(Y) splits in the sense that it is a direct
sum both as a Hodge structure and as a Galois representation.
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